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spoken of the absence from my own mind of such a suspicion as that which Mr. Clay entertained, and assigned the men, by which I have been induced to review the premises, from whom it- is probable that his conclusion was drawn. Whilst it might be considered presumption in me to undertake to pronounce definitely upon their sufficiency I am free to acknowledge their evident strength and consistency. However well assured Mr. Clay might think himself of Mr. Webster's grateful sense of the favor done to him at the close of the preceding session, the nature of their past relations and considerations of the important concerns with which it was intended that the attention of both should be occupied at the next rendered it likely that he would, during the recess, keep his eye on the movements of his expected co-adjutor with more than ordinary interest. President Jackson's purpose to visit the Eastern States was well understood at Washington before Mr. Webster left that city and the expectation was generally entertained that the course he had pursued in regard to the doctrine of nullification would call forth a more general demonstration of respect from the Eastern people than might otherwise have been exhibited. Many, perhaps most persons, would, on a first impression, have taken it for granted that Mr. Webster, if he cherished the desire attributed to him by the supposition we are considering, would have made it a point to be with his people on the President's arrival amongst them, to have participated in their demonstrations of respect, to have mingled in the combined assemblages of the President's political friends and his own, and so to have manoeuvred as, without a seeming effort to that end, to cause, as he did at the Funueil Hall meeting, the eulogiums bestowed on the Chief Magistrate to be regarded as virtually proceeding from, himself. But, in the case supposed, conceding to his position a portion only of the dignity and influence with which his lavish admirers invested it, he might well have reasoned differently in regard to the steps by which such a coalition as that he desired should be preceded; he might well have preferred a course of proceedings by which to save so great a sacrifice of his personal consequence. Plis enthusiastic young biographer and friend, March, when, treating of the proposed union, he spoke of Mr. Webster (who was, he says, " admirably qualified for a great adviser") becoming the great ally of General Jackson, of " securing his admiration by the majesty of his intellect" and supplying "the mind to plan what the other would have had the heart to execute," may have come nearer to Mr. Webster's views of what would have been the character of a union between Gen. Jackson and himself.
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Whichever way Mr. W. may have reasoned on the subject his actions	J <
certainly were most in harmony with this idea.    So far was he from	*
taking pains to be at home when the President arrived in Massa-
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